PROUDLY SERVING OUR COMMUNITIES FOR ALMOST 90 YEARS

Successful leadership requires the right combination of timely
information and sound decision-making. You need a trustworthy
advisor who can analyze your financial situation, and help guide
you in the right direction—a partner who brings energy, insight
and integrity to your strategy.

PRACTICE
GROUPS:
•	Construction &
Real Estate
•	Dealership Services
•	Employee Benefit
Plan Services
•	Entrepreneurial
Business
Services
•	Forensic, Valuation
and Litigation
•	Government Services
•	Internal Audit &
Risk Management
•	Manufacturing &
Distribution
•	Not-for-Profit Services
•	Peer Review
•	Tax Services

Boyer & Ritter is uniquely positioned to serve as that critical advisor to your
organization, whether a closely held business, not-for-profit entity, or government
agency. As independent accountants and consultants, we take a unique approach
to each client relationship—an approach that has helped them explore new options,
pursue clear opportunities and achieve their objectives.

THE B&R ADVANTAGE
As a firm with roots stretching back to the 1920’s, we have developed a business
model that stands the test of time. Our firm’s vision reflects both our heritage of stable
leadership and our commitment to uncompromising client service.
The B&R Advantage, which serves as the foundation of our client-centered engagement
model, is our pledge that your experience with B&R will help you find the right course
for your organization. We help our clients improve their market position and explore
new opportunities, while staying true to their core beliefs.
B&R provides you with access to the capabilities and resources of a large accounting
firm, packaged with the service and attention of a local firm culture.
With Boyer & Ritter, you will receive:
• Dedicated, personal account leadership from a B&R principal.
• The benefits of a committed team focused on your industry sector.
• Access to specialized service areas across multiple practice groups.
• Local support through one of our four offices throughout Central Pennsylvania.
•	National and international resources through our participation in the BDO Alliance
USA.
•	Integrated services through our affiliates including retirement plan consulting/
administration, human resource consulting and private trust company services.
Throughout our history, Boyer & Ritter has emphasized organic growth and a business
philosophy in which our team works collaboratively across practice areas to meet each
client’s needs.

PROVEN PROFESSIONAL EXPERTISE
Boyer & Ritter has achieved its success by recruiting, training, and developing
exceptional professionals. We retain those professionals by our dedication to their
growth and satisfaction. Our intensive focus on professional development includes
B&R University, an industry-leading education program for new associates, backed
by our commitment to train our professionals in the audit, tax, and consulting areas
of the public accounting profession.

Our commitment to our team has earned us consistent recognition from Best Places
to Work in Pennsylvania as well as the nationally compiled list of Best Accounting
Firms to Work For. This dynamic professional environment translates to a remarkable
level of consistency in the leadership and support that each client experiences from
their B&R team.

WORKING FOR THE PRINCIPALS
Boyer & Ritter understands that we work for the principals of your organization and
that our ultimate objective is to help them achieve their goals. Private, closely held
and family-owned companies need an accounting firm that understands not only their
business priorities but also their personal financial objectives. The long-term success
of your business is directly tied to your ability to plan for the future, and B&R responds
by leading you through the consideration of financial objectives, succession planning,
estate planning and wealth protection in an integrated fashion.
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“As a client of Boyer
& Ritter for twenty
years, I have been able
to work with
them on many levels.
Their staff has a wide
breadth of practical,
in-depth knowledge
and expertise,
exhibiting a high
level of integrity
and professionalism.
And they manage to
obtain the best talent
the market has to offer.
It would be hard for
me to imagine life
without Boyer & Ritter.”
– D
 AN GALLAGHER
Treasurer, Lane
Enterprises, Inc.

Personal Tax and Compliance

Alignment

SOLUTIONS THAT BUILD VALUE
At Boyer & Ritter, we have built a professional service firm model that supports today’s
needs as well as future opportunities. B&R can help you build value by bringing to your
organization:
• Longstanding experience
• Entrepreneurial energy
• Well trained professionals
• Focus on your business – and its principals
• Principal Involvement
• Diverse practice areas
• National and international resources through the BDO Alliance USA
These are the hallmarks of Boyer & Ritter, and explain our outstanding history of
building and maintaining dynamic long-term client relationships.
Let B&R focus on your future. Contact us today by calling one of our offices, or by
inquiring through our website at www.cpabr.com.

“The Faulkner
Organization is a
large, multi-franchise
dealer group with
dealerships throughout
Central and Eastern
Pennsylvania. We
want to work with
accountants and
advisors who
are experienced,
knowledgeable,
efficient and friendly.
Boyer & Ritter meets
and exceeds all of
our expectations.
We rely on B&R to
provide accounting,
tax and business
advice that supports
our operational and
financial objectives.
They are the best.”
– G
 AIL FAU LKNER
CEO, The Faulkner
Organization

www.cpabr.com | info@cpabr.com
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1600 University Dr.
STATE COLLEGE, PA 16801
Tel: 814.234.6919
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